Test Data Compression techniques have been developed for reducing requirements in terms of Automatic Test Equipments. In this paper, we explore the benefits of using these techniques in the context of core-based SoCs. Test Data Compression is used to reduce the system test time by increasing the test parallelism of several cores without the expense of additional tester channels. In this paper, we first discuss the constraints on test architectures and on the design flow inferred by the use of compressed test data. We propose a method for seeking an optimal architecture in terms of total test application time. The method is independent of the compression scheme used for reduction of core test data. The gain in terms of test application time for the SoC is over 50% compared to a test scheme without compression.
Introduction
Testing a SoC mainly consists in testing each core in the system. In order to provide accessibility to these cores, the SoC architecture is completed by a Test Access Mechanism (TAM) and wrappers interfacing cores with the TAM (IEEE 1500 standard [1] ). The TAM is generally a bus whose bandwidth fits the number of SoC test IOs. TAM and wrappers are preferably co-designed in order to reduce the global Test Application Time (TAT): several methods formulated as optimization problems have been proposed for establishing the best trade-off between the number of test buses, the bus bandwidth, the wrapper size and the test parallelism (e.g. [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] ). However, as the complexity of SoC design keeps on growing, testing becomes more and more expensive with regard to test time and test pin requirements. While increasing the number of scan chains in a core helps to reduce its test time, it also increases the bandwidth of the core interface with the TAM. The consequence of this local test time improvement is to either reduce the test parallelism possibilities at system level, or increase test resources requirements: larger TAM, larger numbers of test inputs and higher requirements in terms of tester channels.
Several Test Data Compression (TDC) techniques aiming at reducing the number of visible scan chains have been developed. Concerning test pattern compression, also called horizontal compression, those techniques consist in compressing test patterns off line (i.e. reducing their bit width), storing the compressed test data in the ATE, and decompressing test data on-chip for restoring initial test patterns (see Figure 1 ). Input-data compression schemes rely on the fact that test patterns originally contain don't-care bits. These don't care bits do not have to be stored into ATE but can be supplied on-chip in some other ways. LFSRs [7] [8] , Xor networks [9] [10], ring generator [11] , RAM [12] [13] , arithmetic units [14] and test pattern broadcasting among multiple scan chains [15] [16] [19] constitute a range of solutions for minimizing the number of data to be stored into ATE. All these methods reduce therefore the number of necessary ATE channels (W ATE ) required to test a standalone core including N scan chains ( N> W ATE ). Note that as mentioned earlier, increasing the number of internal scan chains in a core, and therefore its interface with the TAM, allows reducing its test time since the resulting test scheme requires fewer scan-in clock cycles. However, if a compression technique is used for keeping the number of visible scan chains W ATE as low as possible (W ATE < N), the core test time may be affected compared to a solution where the number of visible scan chain is equal to the number of real scan chains (W ATE =N). Because no matter the TDC technique is used, compressing an N-bits vector on a W ATE -bits word to be stored in the ATE is not always possible. Consequently, it is necessary to serialize the non-compressible vectors with the help of a decompressorbypass mechanism, or to look for additional compressible test patterns for keeping the fault coverage obtained with the original non-compressed test sequence. In any case, a side-effect is an increase in TAT of the core under test.
Concerning test responses, several methods have been proposed (e.g. [17] , [18] ). Conversely to TDC, those test responses compaction techniques do not impact TAT and are independent of the core netlist and of the test responses sequence. Thus, they can be directly employed in the framework of SoCs design. In the remainder of this paper, we focus on test pattern compression only.
Several TDC approaches can be considered at system level. In a bottom-up approach, TDC is applied at core level by the core designer, and then wrapped cores (including decompressors) are embedded in the SoC by the system integrator. In this case, the test infrastructure design resumes to the classical TAM optimization problem since individual test times and number of visible scan chains on the core interfaces are known, and fixed, before system integration. The second approach consists in questioning test time optimization and compression schemes at system level. In this case, the cores come with their uncompressed test sequences and the system integrator must determine the compression ratio on every core, define the test infrastructure and resulting test time. This approach should allow optimizing the test of the system with regard to the test resources constraints and not only with regards to the pre-fixed test times of the individual cores as in the bottom-up approach. Concerning TDC at system level, several approaches focus on memory depth requirements using different forms of stream compression (e.g. [19] , [20] ), or on test pattern broadcasting among multiple cores (test time savings up to 23% are reported in [21] ). TAM architectures using horizontal compression have been presented in [23] , [24] , [25] but the proposed methods rely on specific TDC techniques. Moreover, all architectural solutions are not considered since these techniques essentially target TAM architectures with a single decompressor for all cores, or architectures with a dedicated decompressor per core (or connected to duplicated versions of the same core).
In this paper, we propose a method for exploring all TAM/TDC architectures including solutions with a dedicated decompressor per core and architectural solutions with shared decompressors. The final goal is to generate test architectures and test schedules that minimize the system TAT. The proposed technique is independent of the adopted compression scheme.
Section 2 discusses the implication of TDC insertion at SoC level. The problem formulation as well as notations are given is Section 3. The algorithm is detailed is Section 4 whereas experimental results are reported in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 draws some conclusions.
2.
SoC test architecture and compression
Test infrastructure design
A SoC test architecture is proposed by the IEEE 1500 Standard. It mainly consists of a TAM bus and wrappers around cores. The TAM links the SoC's test IOs to the cores. Each core wrapper interfaces the core and the TAM bus. As in [2] and [3] , we assume a TAM architecture organized around a partitioned test bus, each core being connected to one sub-bus, as depicted in Figure 2 in which the TAM is split into two sub-buses TAM1 and TAM2. Cores connected to the same sub-bus are tested serially (e.g. C1, C2, C3), cores assigned to different TAMs can be tested in parallel (e.g. C1 and C4 or C1 and C5). We do not make any assumption about the wrappers of the cores : they can be designed when building the test infrastructure at system level or pre-defined by the 1500-ready cores. In the rest of this paper, W TAM denotes the TAM bandwidth, and W TAMi the bandwidth of sub-bus i. Let's recall that, under the chosen TAM model, building the test infrastructure mainly consists in: 1) finding a partition of the bus into p sub-buses and determining their bandwidth, 2) assigning the cores to the p sub-buses, and designing their wrappers 3) deriving a test schedule so that the total test time is minimized. An underlying data of these tasks is the test times of cores.
The test time of a core depends, among other things, on the size of its wrapper in terms I/Os interfaces with the TAM. The test time of the core and its wrapper size are linked by the following relation:
T core = V × [1+max{si,so}] + min{si,so} where V is the number of test patterns, and si (so) the number of scan cycles required to load (unload) a test vector (test response). In Figure 3 for instance, two wrappers configurations of the same core are depicted. On the left hand side, the core is connected to the TAM through 2 visible scan chains and the test time is 13p+12 cycles. On the right hand side, the wrapper interface is enlarged to 3 scan chains at the benefit of the test time, which is reduced to 10p+6 cycles. 
Compression and test infrastructure
The TAM bandwidth can be increased thanks to TDC techniques without changing the requirements in terms of ATE channels (W ATE ). The tests parallelism can therefore be increased without additional cost and should result in a shorter test time. However, as explained in the introduction, TDC may also increase the test times of individual cores. More precisely, for a fixed number N of scan chains (or equivalently for a fixed wrapper size), the test time of a core increases when the number of bits at the input of the decompressor gets smaller. For instance, using the TDC technique presented in [14] , the test of the S38417 benchmarks circuit with N=16 scan chains needs 21451 clock cycles when W ATE = 10 and increase to 38867 clocks cycles when W ATE = 3 (see for instance, results given in Figure 9 ).
The use of TDC impacts the building of the test infrastructure in two aspects: − 1) Since TDC modifies the test times of individual cores, the decompression ratios must be established during the design of the test infrastructure and not after. − 2) Since decompressors can be shared between several cores, test sequences to compress must be defined before decompressor assignation.
Fig. 4. TAM/decompressors architectures
Let's discuss this last point on the Figure 4 example: either a decompressor feeds several sub-buses ( Figure 4 .a) or one decompressor feeds a single sub-bus (in Figure  4 .b). The evaluation in terms of test time of a solution requires defining the bus partitioning, the core assignment, the test parallelism, the test sequence, and finally the compression of this sequence. Figure 4 .a for instance depicts only one bus partitioning and core assignment possibility. It includes several test parallelism solutions (e.g. either C1 and C4 tested in parallel or C1 and C5). In turn, each one necessitates building the actual test sequence by concatenating the test sequences of the cores tested in parallel, C1 and C4 for instance. Finally the resulting test sequence has to be compressed in order to obtain the actual test time. Another way of dealing with this model is 1) to build the optimal test infrastructure and related test schedule without looking at compression 2) derive the whole SoC test sequence and compress it. Doing so, there is no chance to obtain an optimal solution since the test infrastructure (without decompressor) is built given the original test times of cores which are latter modified by the compression. We did such an experiment with the example given in section 5. Doing so, the obtained test time is 65699 cycles while a solution with 57941 cycles has been obtained using the method we propose here.
Conversely, the cores connected downstream a decompressor in the second architecture style (Figure 4 .b) are tested one after the other. The test sequences to compress are simply those of the cores and not issued from the concatenation of several ones. The compression of the test sequences can therefore be done independently of the test infrastructure building process. This alleviates the problems raised by the first model. So in the remaining, we consider the second architecture style and we propose a method for conjunctly building up the TAM, the wrappers (if needed) and the decompressors.
Each path for the ATE channels, through a decompressor, up to sub-bus is called a line. The architecture depicted in Figure 4 .b) is composed of three lines for instance. It must be noted that within this architectural model and in the absence of additional constraints such as power limit for instance, the test scheduling is trivial (as without compression). The test time on a line is simply the sum of the individual test times of the cores since there is no test parallelism on the line. The total TAT at system level is the maximal test times over the lines.
Problem statement and notations
We state the problem of building the test infrastructure with decompressors as an optimization problem. Given the number of available ATE channels, the bandwidth of the TAM, and the test patterns, we want to determine the best partition of the test infrastructure into p lines and the interconnection of the cores to the sub-buses so that the TAT is minimized.
In the remaining, we will use the following notations. the ratio W ATE /N is denoted by ρ. n is the number of cores under test, w c the number of visible scan chains for every core c=1…n. Let p be the number of lines, and let W ATE_i and W TAM_i , i=1,…,p be respectively the number of ATE channels and the bandwidth of the sub-bus on line i. Let ρ i =W ATE_i /W TAM_i be the decompression ratio of line i. The problem is to determine: -the line number p; -the bitwidths W ATE_i and W TAM_i for i=1,…,p; -an assignment of the cores to the lines; -optionally, the wrapper size w c of each core, -and a test schedule so that TAT is minimal.
The following constraints must be obeyed:
Variables to be determined are given in italic in Figure 5 (.W ATE and W TAM being given)
Fig. 5. Problem statement
Concerning core wrappers, there are two cases: either the cores are wrapper-ready or their wrappers have to be designed. In the later case, it must be noted first that 1≤w c ≤max(#PIs,#POs)+ #scan chains. Secondly, once w c is determined, designing the wrapper so that the test time of the core is minimized resumes simply to balance the lengths of the visible scan chains. This won't be detailed in the remaining.
In the scenario where the wrappers are already fixed, if a core is assigned to a line i for which W TAM_i is strictly greater than the wrapper size w c , only w c bits of TAM_i are connected to the wrapper, the test time of the core is considered to be the same as if TAM_i was w c bits wide. For instance, and for a core c with w c =4, its test time 
Algorithm
The general flow chart of the method is depicted in Figure 6 . First, all the possible combinations of lines are explored (line 1 and 2). The ATE channels partition can be easily determined knowing the total W ATE width and the number of lines p by applying the formula of the partition of integer numbers. Namely, the number X(n,p) of partitions of a set of n elements into p subsets can be computed as: 
For instance, 10 ATE channels can be partitioned into p=3 subsets in X(10,3)=8 different ways (1+1+8, 1+2+7, 1+3+6, etc…).
Then for each ATE channels partition, all the compatible partitions of the TAM are calculated. A partition of the TAM is said to be compatible with a partition of the ATE channels if cons.3 is verified for all p lines. Furthermore, if cores are wrapperready i.e. w c are fixed, the number of TAM partitions to be explored can be further reduced by considering cons.4. In other words, the narrowest TAM must be large enough to support the narrowest wrapper. It must be noticed that if W TAM_i =W ATE_i , no decompressor is present on this line. For a pair of partition, (ATE channels partition and TAM partition), cores must be assigned and the scheduling performed to obtain the TAT of this architecture (line 3 in Figure 6 ).
Seeking for the assignment of cores to lines that minimizes TAT is an NPcomplete problem. So we developed the heuristic given in Figure 7 .
For all ATE channels partitions into p parts 2. For each compatible TAM partition into p parts 3.
Find the best assignment of the cores to the p lines (that minimize TAT) ->cf The first step determines an initial solution of the architecture, i.e an initial assignment of cores to the TAMs. Each core is positioned on the largest possible TAM i.e. and its wrapper size is set according to (cons.4). If the core is wrapperready, it is assigned to the smallest bus i.e. respecting cons.4. For instance, in case of 3 TAMs having resp. 5, 7 and 10 bits, a core with a 6-bits wrapper will be assigned to the 7 bits TAM. The first bus is not large enough to be connected to the core's wrapper (cons.4). The second bus is preferred to the third one since, a priori, it is beneficial to reserve the larger one for cores with larger wrappers.
The second step consists in improving this initial solution. For this, the cores are moved to other lines to reduce the global TAT.
The principle is to move a core from the line with the highest TAT to another line so that the global TAT gets reduced as much as possible. For that, all cores of the line are virtually shifted to other lines and TATs are computed accordingly. The move that gives the highest benefit is chosen. In case of equality, the algorithm chooses (Core c, Line i) such that the number of useless bits on the line is minimized i.e. W TAM_i -w c is minimal. This is done for getting more room to move cores with larger wrappers to large buses, in next steps. Similarly, a third order criterion is used to unbalance test times over lines.
Let's recall that the computation of TAT is straightforward (TAT i denotes the test application time on line i):
Note that the test times
for all cores and for all compression ratios (W ATE _i/w c ) are inputs of the proposed algorithm. These data are necessary to compute the system TAT (i.e. schedule the tests). Thus, as a pre-process, the compression algorithm must be performed for all compression ratios, for all cores and all wrapper sizes. This can be very CPU expensive depending on the compression technique used. We propose here an alternative to the exhaustive computation First, when the wrapper size is questioned, let's recall that as reported by many authors, the test time of a core, in the absence of compression i.e. ρ=1, is a stepwise decreasing function of the wrapper size. Furthermore it depends on the number of test vectors and not on the vectors themselves. Figure 8 reports the test time versus w c for the 10 th core of the D695 ITC'02 benchmark. In general the number of steps is small. Only 15 optimal values of w c have to be considered for this core. Secondly, whatever the TDC technique is used, the same behavior of the test time of cores versus decompression ratio can be observed (for a given wrapper size w c ). It can be identified to the function:
Only two values of t for one core are sufficient to identify α and β. The estimated values of
for several decompression ratios are thus obtained from only two measured values instead of w c computations. In order to improve the precision of the estimation, the compression algorithm is performed with the first and last decompression ratio values.
This property has been validated with the TDC method [14] . This compression scheme is applicable with intellectual property cores and it is Test Suite independent, i.e. it does not required specific test generation or fault simulation.
The measured and estimated t c,ρ values are reported on Figure 9 for the ISCAS'89 s38417 benchmark (16-bits wrapper) . The maximum error between measured and estimated values is smaller than 1%. Similar results have been obtained for all ISCAS'89 benchmarks and several configurations of wrappers.
As a final remark let's note that the proposed heuristic can be adapted to additional constraints such as power limit, precedence constraints, etc…. Concerning the power consumption constraint for instance, two levels of optimization can be envisaged. At core level, the don't care values not assigned by the compression scenari can be assigned in such a way that power consumption is limited during scan shifting. At system level, core test parallelism is not totally fixed by our architectural solution since cores assigned to the same line must be serially tested but there is no constraint on the test order. In Figure 2 for instance, cores on the first line can be tested in the following order C1, C2 and C3 or C1,C3 and C2 for instance. The best solution in terms of power consumption depends of the test order on the second line C4, C5 or C5, C4.
Results
The first SoC used for experiments is the one described in [9] [23] and depicted in Figure 10 . It is composed of 16 ISCAS'89 benchmark circuits used as cores (i.e. with wrappers). Fig. 9 . SoC example from [23] The test sequences of the circuits have been obtained with the Synopsis ATPG tool TETRAMAX [26] and compressed with our TDC technique described in [14] . The characteristics of the cores are given in table 1. As explained before, the proposed method able to deal with either wrapper ready cores or with cores for which the 1500 wrapper has to be designed. The 2 following sub-sections present experimental results in both cases.
Fixed wrapper
In a first series of experiments, we assume that the wrappers are already designed. Wrappers sizes are equal to the number of scan chains. We have set the number of ATE channels to 32 and the maximal total TAM bitwidth to 64. The algorithm has been applied with a number of lines ranging from 2 to 6. Results are reported in Table  2 For instance, for architecture with 3 lines, 44639 configurations have been explored. The optimal one leads to a TAT equal to 90457 test cycles. The architecture is composed of 3 lines with 3 decompressors such that (W ATE_1 , W TAM_1 ) = (8, 14) , (W ATE_2 , W TAM_2 ) = (9,16), and (W ATE_3 , W TAM_3 ) = (15, 34) .
From this table, some observations can be done: -All potential test infrastructures are explored including those that do not contain decompressors. For instance, for the 2 lines configuration, the optimal architecture does not include a decompressor on the first bus W ATE_1 = W TAM_1 =16.
-While a budget of a 64 bits TAM has been given, all those bits are not necessarily connected to cores (and thus are useless). This is the case for p=2, 3, 4, 6. This is mainly due to the wrapper sizes chosen for the cores. This means that the actual bitwidth of the TAM is smaller than 64 bits.
Among all compressor/TAM architectures, the best TAT is obtained with p=5 lines. The corresponding test schedule and architecture are given in Figure 11 and Figure 12 . Test parallelism cannot be fully exploited with smaller values of p since at most p cores can be tested in parallel. For larger values of p (6, 7, …), further experiments have shown that TAT increases. The reason is that the sizes of the wrappers relatively to the possible TAM_i widths act as a brake on parallelisation.
We measured the benefit of using compressors in SoCs test architectures by comparing them to standard architectures i.e. without using compression, while setting the same environmental constraints. In the first case, we assumed the same limit on the numbers of available ATE channels (32 bits and thus a TAM of 32 bits), in a second case, the same area budget for building the TAM (64 bits wide and thus 64 ATE channels).
For the first case, the TAT is 127413 cycles for a standard TAM architecture when a number of sub-buses p ranges from 2 to 4 and 131210 cycles when p equals 5 or 6. These results have to be compared with the 57941 cycles when compression is used. Thus, the use of TDC technique in the context of SoC infrastructure design leads to a gain of 54.5% in terms of TAT for this example (at the expense of area overhead: larger TAM, decompressors).
In the second case, i.e. a TAM of 64 bits (which means 64 ATE channels for a standard architecture vs 32 ATE channels with compression), comparative results are reported in Table 3 . At the evidence, TDC has allowed to divide by two the number of ATE channels at the expense of only a 4% increase on TAT. 
Unfixed wrapper
We did the same experiments, but without assuming fixed wrappers size i.e. letting the method determines the most adequate wrappers structures. TAT are reported in Table 4 . It can be fist noted that since wrappers structures are questioned, bus width can be better utilized leading to shorter TAT. Secondly, as in the previous case, the use of TDC leads to a large TAT improvement. The same kind of experiments has been performed on the g1023 ITC'02 benchmark. Unfortunately, in the ITC'02 suite, neither cores netlists nor test patterns are provided, all information necessary to perform compression. Only the number of test vectors is specified. We have randomly chosen test sequences including the given number of vectors. To be conservative, the patterns are such that they include 80% of don't care bits (many authors report a don't care bits percentage ranging from 95% to 99% on industrial circuits). Comparative results are given in table 5. 
